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DOCUMENT WITH EMBEDDED INFORMATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001 Priority is claimed from Provisional Application 
60/205,451 by Michael Weiner, titled “DOCUMENT WITH 
EMBEDDED INFORMATION," filed May 19, 2000, which 
is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0002 The following related application is hereby incor 
porated by reference for its teachings “APPARATUS FOR 
THE DISPLAY OF EMBEDDED INFORMATION," 
Michael Weiner et al., Application No., filed concurrently 
herewith (Atty. Dkt. 2000-02B). 

DOCUMENT WITH EMBEDDED 
INFORMATION 

0003. This invention relates generally to a combination of 
a hard copy document and digital information, and more 
particularly to a digital memory associated with a paper 
medium (or other Substrate), as well as the attachment of 
Such memory to the medium, So as to enable the incorpo 
ration of reference information with a document. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

0004. The present invention is an apparatus for storing 
digital information within memory associated with a docu 
ment Substrate. 

0005. It has long been desirable to capture, in electronic 
format the image found on the printed page. To facilitate this 
need, many organizations use image Scanners and optical 
character recognition devices. However, Scanning or digi 
tizing a document can be quite difficult. While it is feasible 
to capture the bitmap image of a document, it may be 
difficult to perform optical character recognition (OCR) on 
certain information, for example multi-column content, cer 
tain fonts, multi-colored text etc. 
0006. It is also desirable to ship with a hard copy docu 
ment an electronic image and/or the word processing or 
presentation graphic file associated with the copy or print. 
Today this would require either including a digital recording 
medium with the desired data on it (e.g., CD-ROM, floppy 
disk) or electronically mailing (e-mailing) the desired infor 
mation. This can be a complicated and burdensome proce 
dure and one requiring a certain degree of technical acumen, 
or at least computer familiarity, to accomplish. 
0007 Once the recipient gets the copy or print and the 
accompanying electronic formatted data, they tend to be 
disasSociated from one another and Stored in different loca 
tions. Later on, if the copy or print is being reviewed, the 
location of the CD-ROM or floppy disk or e-mail that 
contains the desired electronic content may or may not be 
easily determined. 
0008. It is also believed to be desirable to include elec 
tronic attachments on a cover memo without having to 
include the entire printed version. For example, a Sender 
might wish to Send a Summary page or two with a large 
number of attachments, and have the attachments included 
only in electronic format. Once again, the above-mentioned 
problems come into play. 
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0009. In today's global economy we often communicate, 
via written documents, with people who speak languages 
other than our own. In Some situations, it would also be 
desirable to include translations of the document(s) in addi 
tional languages. While the technology to automatically 
create the translation is available, with improving translation 
accuracy, the process Still requires that a high quality elec 
tronic or digital image be available in machine-readable 
form to enable machine translation. 

0010. One aspect of the present invention is directed to an 
improvement to copiers and printers that allow them to add 
digital information to a printed or copied page or booklet or 
other output electronic information. This information is 
electronically transmitted into a memory device built or 
embedded within the paper medium (or other Substrate), in 
one embodiment, and is attached onto the medium in a 
Second embodiment; neither of which impact the Visual 
features of the document itself. 

0011. In another aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided a handheld recording apparatus (e.g., audio), 
including a recording mechanism for recording, on a record 
ing medium, information to be retrieved at a later time and 
means for attaching the recording medium to a Substrate. 
0012 Heretofore, other patents and publications have 
disclosed the embedding of information, the relevant por 
tions of which may be briefly summarized as follows: 
0013 U.S. Pat. No. 5,517,407 teaches a means of embed 
ding memory into a book and then Searching a microchip or 
other memory using a common connector. If this System 
were to come into Vogue then copiers and printers could 
output to that type of memory and connector, and take 
advantage of an installed base of users. 
0014 Xerox Corporation announced in 1998 an “elec 
tronic staple” that holds the URL address of one or more 
pages on the Internet that relate to the printed page. Simi 
larly, electric paper described by Sheridan et al., and an 
alternative invention by MIT Media Lab (E-link) disclose 
mechanisms for dynamically displaying information on a 
flexible Substrate. These pages can be imaged electronically 
and have a variety of advantages and differences from 
ordinary paper that is taught in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,708.525, 
5,751,268, 5,914.805 and 6,055,091 assigned to Xerox 
Corporation, and as also described by J. Jacobson et al. in 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,017,584 and 6,124,851 and in various papers 
prepared on electronic paper, electronic books and “e-ink.” 

0015. In accordance with the present invention, there is 
provided a printing apparatus, including: printing means 
adapted to print a user perceptible image on a Substrate, 
where the Substrate has a digital recording medium associ 
ated therewith; and a digital output device for recording, on 
the digital recording medium, digital information to be 
Stored thereon for Subsequent retrieval. 
0016. In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, there is provided a Substrate, including: at least 
one faceStock layer Suitable for the receipt of marks thereon; 
and a non-visual recording medium associated therewith, 
wherein information can be recorded to and read from the 
recording medium. 

0017. In accordance with yet another aspect of the 
present invention, there is provided a handheld recording 
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apparatus, including: a recording mechanism for recording, 
on a recording medium, information to be retrieved at a later 
time; and means for associating the recording medium to a 
Substrate. 

0.018. One aspect of the invention deals with a basic 
problem in the creation and use of hard copy documents 
even in the computer age, once a document is created and 
printed, the printed document becomes disassociated from 
the data used to create it. This aspect is further based on the 
discovery of a technique that alleviates this problem. The 
technique eliminates the traditional disasSociation by com 
bining with a document Substrate a memory device of 
Similar medium where it is possible to Store information 
asSociated with the document created. Moreover, the data 
Stored may be more than Simply information representing 
the content of the document. It may include information that 
expands the Scope of the document (e.g., translations, bib 
liographic information, audio information, graphics accom 
panying text, interactive quizzes, multimedia, gloSSaries, 
incremental technical details, etc.). 
0019. The technique described herein is advantageous 
because it makes it unnecessary to have digital and hard 
copies of documents Stored in Separate locations, and 
because it can be adapted to any of a number of Substrate 
materials (not limited to paper Substrates). The techniques of 
the invention are advantageous because they permit efficient 
Storage and transmission of information. What's more, 
because the transportation of a document incorporating both 
hard copy and its related digital information requires the two 
to remain associated, a recipient of the document only has to 
deal with the document one time, rather than having to 
request digital copy, etc. Some of the techniques can be used 
to increase the amount of information that may be trans 
ferred with a document (e.g., attachments, bibliographic 
information, etc.) As a result of the present invention, it is 
believed that a workplace may become more efficient as 
result of the association between a document and its related 
digital data/information. It is further an advantage to be able 
to ship electronic information, which is accompanied by a 
hard copy, a feature accomplished by this invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0020 FIGS. 1-3 illustrate various embodiments for a 
Substrate in accordance with one aspect of the present 
invention; 

0021 FIG. 4 is a simplified illustration of a printing 
device adapted to work with the substrate of FIG. 1 in 
accordance with another aspect of the present invention; 

0022 FIG. 5 is an illustrative embodiment of a handheld 
recording and receiving device Suitable to work with the 
Substrate of FIGS. 1-3; and 

0023 FIG. 6 depicts an exemplary process in which 
various aspects of the present invention are utilized. 

0024. The present inventions will be described in con 
nection with a preferred embodiment, however, it will be 
understood that there is no intent to limit the inventions to 
the embodiment described. On the contrary, the intent is to 
cover all alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may 
be included within the Spirit and Scope of the inventions as 
defined by the appended claims. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0025 For a general understanding of the present inven 
tion, reference is made to the drawings. In the drawings, like 
reference numerals have been used throughout to designate 
identical elements. 

0026 Referring to FIGS. 1-3, there are depicted illustra 
tive embodiments of an aspect of the present invention. In 
particular, there is shown a Substrate sheet 20 having a 
memory device 22 embedded within or attached to a surface 
thereof. In the embodiment of FIG. 2, the embedded 
memory device 22 is physically embedded within or 
between one or more layers of the Substrate, preferably 
during its manufacture, So as to be concealed from Visual 
detection by a viewer of the substrate. The substrate 20 
preferably includes at least one layer of a paper or compa 
rable faceStock that is conducive for various copying and 
printing tasks, Such as ordinary bond paper, cloth or linen 
paper, of any size and weight and color, and may also 
include other materials Such as transparency materials, 
labels, card Stock, Vellum, polyesters and other polymers, 
TYVEKR) and other never-tear coated sheets (e.g., as 
described by Malhotra in U.S. Pat. No. 5,075,153, issued 
Dec. 24, 1991). It is also understood that the substrate may 
be in the form of electric paper employing twisted balls or 
cylinders as taught by Sheridon et al., for example, in U.S. 
Pat. Nos. 5,708,525, 5,751,268, 5,914,805 and 6,055,091 
assigned to Xerox Corporation, and as also described by J. 
Jacobson et al. in various paperS prepared on electronic 
paper, electronic books and “e-ink.” 

0027 Similarly, in the embodiment of FIG.3, the embed 
ded memory device 22 is physically attached to a Surface 
(upper or lower) of substrate 20. In any of the various 
embodiments, it is intended that the Substrate be usable in 
the same manner as conventional paper or Similar Substrate 
materials-meaning that the Substrate remains Suitable for 
transport and marking with conventional printing or copying 
means. Such printing means necessarily include ink and 
Xerographic printing Systems, Silk-Screening equipment, 
photographic printing equipment, painting and other meth 
ods of placing marks or images on the Substrate. 

0028. The embedded memory 22 is preferably semicon 
ductor memory. Semiconductor memory continues to enjoy 
the benefits of increasing capacity and reduced cost, and 
flash memory and equivalents now allow putting informa 
tion in memory without the time consuming and costly 
masking process traditionally associated with programmable 
devices. Information can be burned into Semiconductor 
memory on demand. Embedded memory device 22 is pref 
erably a chip, a Strip of bubble memory, a laser imageable 
surface, as described, for example, in U.S. Pat. 4,835,376 to 
Drexler, and as described in an article by Wired News, 
“Inventor Warns MS on Patents,” by James Glave, May 11, 
1998. Alternatively, the memory may be in the form of a 
conventional magnetic tape or Strip (e.g., magnetic record 
ing tape or magnetic card Strip) that is embedded or applied 
to the SubStrate. AS will be appreciated, the embodiments 
depicted in FIGS. 1-3 allow for the coexistent shipment of 
hard copy and digital information, whether it be the ship 
ment of a document and its associated digital information, or 
the shipment of digital media and an associated document 
related to Such information. 
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0029. In yet another alternative embodiment, the embed 
ded memory may be an optical or laser-imageable medium 
Such as found in a CD ROM, wherein the embedded 
memory can contain information embedded by laser on the 
flat Surface and later read by a reader. Examples of Such 
technology are U.S. Pat. 4,835,376to Drexler In any of the 
various Substrate-memory embodiments, it is possible to 
either embed into the print/copy substrate or to affix onto it 
embedded memory 22, positioned in Such a way as to allow 
information to be transferred into the memory, and for 
information to be retrieved therefrom. 

0.030. In a preferred embodiment, the embedded memory 
device is not only flexible in nature, preventing it from 
interfering with normal use of the Substrate, but also very 
dense in terms of the information that can be stored thereon. 
Embedded memory 22 is suitable for use in storing infor 
mation Such as information related to the formation of the 
image on the Substrate. For example, the Stored information 
may include a bitmap image(s), textual content of the 
document, an alternative version of the document (e.g. 
translation), information relative to the transfer or reproduc 
tion of the document image, or other machine-readable 
information relevant to the document (e.g., bibliographic, 
footnotes, related URLS, appendices, annotations, reviews 
or comments by recipients of the document, etc.). 
0.031 Referring next to FIG. 4, depicted therein is an 
exemplary copying / printing means 30 having a platen glass 
32 on which a document (not shown) is placed in order to 
capture and reproduce its image. A Substrate 20, Such as 
paper, is imaged by one of a variety of means, which in the 
illustrated embodiment is a Xerographic printing System 
having a photoconductor 38. While moving through the 
printing system 30 the substrate 20, having a memory 
component 22 associated there with, is electronically (via 
EMF or other means) endowed with an image which has 
been constructed, converted, and Stored using electronic 
sub-system (ESS) 40. ESS 40 may be a conventional, 
processor-based System Suitable for receiving a digital bit 
map, for example from a CCD array 44, and processing the 
image to produce one or more versions thereof including, for 
example, an optical character recognized text image, a color 
image, and/or a digitally enhanced image. 
0.032 The image preferably includes a sequence of digital 
Signals representing the output of any of a number of 
well-known Scanning Systems built into the copier or printer, 
and as represented by the manner in which the image of a 
document on the platen glass is reflected at mirror 46 and 
vectored toward CCD array 44. In turn, CCD array 44 
captures the image and transmits it to ESS 40, or alterna 
tively, to a personal computer or other image Signal receiv 
ing device external to the System for processing, Storage and 
further application. 
0033. During the processing of a document that is printed 
in a conventional Xerographic manner, information may be 
transmitted from the ESS 40 to a writing device or “head'48 
that is Suitable for transferring digital information So as to 
store the information within the embedded memory device 
or element 22. AS will be appreciated, the writing head is 
able to cause the transfer of information when the embedded 
memory device 22, within the Substrate 20, is passed in close 
proximity to or touching writing device 48. Such is the case 
for Substrates having a memory device embedded or asso 
ciated therewith. 
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0034. In an alternative embodiment, the copier or printer 
itself may generate and affix the memory device, or may 
affix a memory device in conjunction with a visual display 
or other output device (e.g., a speaker) as described, for 
example, in the co-pending application previously incorpo 
rated by reference. For example, whenever a copy or print is 
made, the System can optionally impose upon the copy/print 
a memory attachment, Such as a taped-on memory capabil 
ity. It will be appreciated that in Such embodiments, it may 
be preferable to have the memory device at an output or 
post-printing position So as to assure that the copy is 
complete, or that the copy process itself does not negatively 
impact the data Stored on the memory device 22. 

0035. The preferred embodiment is intended to comprise 
the various ways in which this feature is deployed in printers 
and copiers, Such as where a page image or bitmap is 
captured and Stored in attachable or embedded memory, or 
where other machine readable content is transmitted and 
stored in attachable or embedded memory. Such information 
may include, for example: the type of original that is being 
copied; the type of electronic file that is being printed; an 
indication of whether the electronic file contains machine 
readable information delineating text, font type, etc., the 
font Style, type or size, page description language informa 
tion; an associated Sound file (e.g., wav); index or table of 
contents data; language translation data; ancillary and 
enhancing data; and maps, etc. It is further contemplated that 
the Storage capacity may be in proportion to the number or 
Size of the memory devices associated with a Substrate. 
Where, in one embodiment, various lengths or sizes of 
memory may be applied, depending upon a user's require 
mentS. 

0036 For example, a copier can have a microphone built 
into it and while making copies a user can embed a descrip 
tive or other message onto the page, or add music to the 
page. One might think of the publishing metaphor that has 
developed for web page viewing enhancements, and think 
about the paper or other Substrate as either a single viewing 
image with multiple electronic embedded options and 
enhancements. Or, a gyricon-type display (paper like Sub 
stance that can be manipulated electronically to produce a 
variable image, which one day will include full motion 
Video) could be employed to provide many of the enhance 
ments and features found on interactive web pages. 

0037. It will be further appreciated by those skilled in the 
art of printer/copier electronic design that various well 
known features and functions may be carried out by System 
controls embedded within the ESS. Such features may 
include tracking of critical Status and parameter information 
Such as ready, imaging & printing parameters Selected, page 
layout including simplex or duplex imaging/printing, color, 
Size reduction, editing including edge deletion, etc. 

0038. In an alternative embodiment, an optional read/ 
write device 50 allows the system 30 to store images (or 
other digital information relative to the document) onto 
external portable media such as floppy disk, PC Card or 
CD-ROM. Optional read-write device 50 may also be used 
to deliver information to the copier/printer that it will place 
onto the Substrate. For example, a user may insert a CD 
ROM, Select files on the CD as attachments to the document, 
and create multiple originals, each with printed information 
and Stored digital information. Furthermore, it is contem 
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plated that additional features would enable the copier/ 
printer depicted in FIG. 4 to increase its utility by capturing 
and Storing/embedding voice, presentation graphics, and 
other content that is directed to or directly sensed by the 
System. 

0039. As a further alternative or optional embodiment, 
the copier/printer system 30 may also include an embedded 
memory reading device 54 to read information from Sub 
Strates that already have embedded memory associated 
there with. It will be appreciated that Such a device may 
either be incorporated in the data writing device 48, or may 
be accomplished via a separate device-perhaps associated 
with a document feeder or handler (not shown). A read 
device would allow the copier/printer to read information 
from pages that have the embedded memory, Store the 
information using memory associated with the ESS, and 
optionally merge the information and re-image or reproduce 
it on other documents. For example, if a user receives a 
printed Substrate having embedded memory with content 
recorded on it, the user needs to be able to go to the “copier' 
and have the material reproduced (to the extent it is visual 
information), the holistic document, Visual image and elec 
tronic image. To do So the copier/printer needs to optionally 
read in the electronic data. 

0040. It will be appreciated that various uses for the 
system described herein will result in particular embodi 
ments. One Such use is as a busineSS communication or 
document that typically has a cover letter with attachments. 
Using the present invention, it will be possible to Send the 
letter, using an embedded memory Substrate, in a Single 
sheet-where the attachment information is Stored in a 
compressed digital form in the embedded memory. To 
“read” the attachments, the recipient Simply retrieves the 
information from the embedded memory using a reader 
similar to that described above. 

0041. The recipient of a page which has an embedded 
image or information needs to be able to conveniently 
retrieve the information. One embodiment of the present 
invention includes a ROM-based semiconductor device that 
may be read by a clip-on connector and microprocessor 
which reads the ROM and transfers the data to a display, 
personal computer, or a personal digital assistance device 
(e.g., Palm Pilot). However, those skilled in the art will 
recognize that there are many alternative means of Storage, 
including magnetic tape, or the laser embedded Substrate 
noted above. It is further anticipated that certain Solid-State 
memory devices and their respective connectors, may 
become ubiquitous. When a Standard emerges which has a 
critical mass of users it is anticipated that copier and printer 
manufacturers will be compelled to adhere to it. 

0.042 One possible embodiment might be the “Memory 
Stick” by Sony. Memory Stick is an ultra-small, high 
capacity durable media designed to link a host of different 
digital products by capturing and Sharing digital content 
whether images, text or music files. Sony's line of Memory 
Stick products includes Cyber-shot digital cameras, Handy 
cam camcorders, VAIO personal computers, a Memory 
Stick Walkman personal Stereo, a voice recorder, a Memory 
Stick printer, the CyberFrame digital photo frame, and AIBO 
entertainment robot. Sony currently sells a 64 MB capacity 
Memory Stick, and higher capacity media. Sony also offers 
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a floppy disk adapter, PC card adapter, USB adapter and 
parallel port adapter, enabling connectivity of Memory Stick 
media to virtually any PC. 
0043. In the Memory Stick, a tiny micro controller con 
nects to a flash memory chip on one end. On the other end 
a 10-pin flat-contact connector with guide grooves on the 
Memory Stick's underside ensures reliable data exchange up 
to a million times. Because data is contained on a Silicon 
chip instead of on a tape or disk, no motor, magnetic head 
or optical pickup is necessary. This allows products to be 
smaller, lighter and more efficient. Memory Stick's RAM 
holds data for an indefinite period and withstands heat, dust 
and rough handling. Memory Stick provides instant data 
transfer, and data can be recorded, erased and re-recorded. 
0044) Furthermore, the use of a ubiquitous connector that 
can intermediate between the connector used in embedding 
chips (or other memory devices) in copies and prints, and the 
myriad of PDA's, desktop computers and convergent 
devices that continue to proliferate the market will be of 
Significant importance. 

0045. In yet another alternative embodiment, the embed 
ded or associated memory 22 (FIG. 1) may be implemented 
using an optical memory technology Such as the laser 
read/write system disclosed in U.S. Pat. 4,835,376 to Drex 
ler, and other patents by Drexler Technology Corporation, 
hereby incorporated by reference for its teachings. In par 
ticular, a Strip of laser recordable optical data Storage mate 
rial may be adhered to or embedded within the substrate. A 
laser may then be able to record the information in the 
reflective particles that form the optical Strip, thereby allow 
ing Subsequent retrieval of the information by another 
optical reading device. 
0046. In yet another alternative embodiment, depicted in 
FIG. 5, it is contemplated that a handheld machine 60, 
Similar in size to that used for dictation may Supply the 
recorded information. In one embodiment device 60 is a 
handheld device Suitable for feeding a document sheet or 
substrate 20 therethrough. As described above, device 60 
may have a head or Similar recording or exposure mecha 
nism So as to create, on a medium 22 associated with the 
document, a Series of recorded digital signals that may 
Subsequently be read from the medium as it moves through 
the device in the direction indicated by arrow 64. As 
depicted in FIG. 5, device 60 may be electronically inter 
faced, via wired or wireless interface (e.g., Infra-red inter 
face), to a computer workstation 66, and is capable of both 
receiving information to be recorded on memory 22 and for 
transmitting information read from memory 22. 
0047 For example, the visual image appearing on the 
facestock of substrate 20 may also be sent from workstation 
66, where it is recorded onto memory 22. Similarly, if 
substrate 20 is received, it may be fed through device 60, 
where the data contained on the embedded memory 22 is 
read and transmitted to workstation 66 for review by the 
recipient. It will also be appreciated that conventional Sub 
Strate materials may be used, and the recording medium 
Simply recorded and affixed to the Substrate (along a margin, 
on an unprinted Surface, etc.). It may also be possible to 
produce a visually transparent memory device to allow the 
application of a tape or label containing recorded informa 
tion at a consistent location without concern about the 
memory 22 interfering with the Visual information depicted 
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on the Substrate. It is also contemplated that device 60 may 
be designed So as to integrate with existing document 
printers and Scanners and multifunction machines So as to 
facilitate the recording and reading of Stored data in con 
junction with other document operations. Furthermore, a 
machine that applies memory 22 to the Surface of a Sub 
Strate, may also include Suitable mechanisms to allow the 
memory, or other items affixed to the substrate by the 
machine, to position the memory in a Selected position. 

0.048. In particular, the device may include means for 
producing an adhesive-backed tape or memory Stick that 
includes voice information recorded thereon, and that is 
easily affixed to the substrate. Such a device would combine 
elements of electronic or digital recording apparatus as are 
well-known for dictation equipment with the adhesive tape 
output known for label making devices (e.g., K-Sun label 
Lab, Brother, etc.). 
0049. It will be appreciated by those familiar with the 
recording and Storage of digital information that handheld 
device 60 likely includes a read and/or write mechanism 
(e.g., magnetic recording head). The read/write mechanism 
may also have an associated document movement Sensor 
(e.g., a nip roller connected to an encoder.) or even a 
document drive mechanism, So as to assure that the infor 
mation may be recorded and Subsequently read from the 
memory 22. In an embodiment where memory Such as a 
memory Stick is employed, the handheld device would 
operate as a port, into or to which the memory could be 
attached for read and write access. 

0050. The handheld embodiment allows a user, at their 
preference, to annotate any paper document (ordinary paper, 
a magazine, a book, electric paper, et al) with a Sound byte 
or perhaps other character-based information (entered via a 
key pad or personal digital assistant interface). For example, 
if a user is reading a draft patent application on paper and has 
Some comments, the user could record the comments or 
other information (in digital or analog form). Instead of 
having to play the information back, or Send it as a Separate 
recording, the present embodiment contemplates outputting 
the information to a magnetic media that can be affixed to 
the document as previously described. 
0051 More specifically, the handheld device 60 may be 
a tape recorder that outputs a recorded Strip, as taught above, 
that affixes to the page. In the embodiment described, the 
handheld recording device outputs a Self-adhering, Stamp or 
label-like item that the user affixes to the document. In an 
alternative embodiment, the recorder could transfer or 
record the information to the memory embedded within or 
affixed to the Substrate. The user then mails or sends the 
document to the creator and the creator can listen to the 
comments. This can be with or without viewable markups 
(may not be able to read handwritten notes, or they may be 
too voluminous). 
0.052 Furthermore, this embodiment overcomes several 
disadvantages of conventional dictation equipment, as the 
comments are directly affixed to Specific documents. 
Thereby avoiding a Search for the relevant comments or 
having to match up various documents addressed by a single 
dictation tape. 
0.053 Turning next to FIG. 6, depicted therein is an 
exemplary representation of various Steps described with 
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respect to the creation and use of a Substrate having digital 
memory associated therewith. It should be understood that 
various StepS may be completed in an alternative order, or 
eliminated completely in accordance with a particular use 
for such an invention. Referring to the figure, step 100 
illustrates the Step of creating a digital representation of a 
document, using as input, Stored digital information and data 
103. At Some point, the document is created or rendered as 
a hard copy (by printing or copying) at Step 106. The 
associated digital information or data 103 may also be 
recorded on, or attached to the document Substrate at Step 
108, in a number of techniques described above. Once the 
hard copy document and its associated digital information 
are complete, the document may be Sent to a recipient at Step 
110. 

0054. Upon receipt by a recipient (step 120), the docu 
ment Substrate may then be viewed or read at Step 122, and 
the associated digital information and data may be read and 
reviewed or stored at step 124. Step 126 indicates that 
additional information in the form of annotations may be 
added, or that new information may be Saved on the asso 
ciated memory, before the document is Stored or resent as 
represented by step 130. Although not specifically illus 
trated, it will be appreciated that certain Steps may be 
executed in a repeated or looping fashion, or that additional 
or alternative StepS may be added to the proceSS depicted. 
Accordingly, the process illustrated in FIG. 6 is intended 
primarily for illustrative purposes only to explain the advan 
tages of the present invention. 
0055. In a further modification, the handheld device 60 is 
not limited to audio recording, but may be capable of taking 
a digital "photograph of anything, including a page of a 
book, magazine or document (e.g. magazine in the dentists 
waiting room that I cannot take with me). The recorded 
digital image, and/or recorded comments are then easily Sent 
to another party. For example, the digital image and com 
ment may either be sent electronically, or Saved onto a 
magnetic tape that is then attached to the patent draft to 
depict and further explain an element of the invention. 
0056. In recapitulation, the present invention is a method 
and apparatus for combination of a hard copy document and 
digital information, and more particularly to a digital 
memory associated with a paper medium (or other Sub 
Strate), as well as the attachment of Such memory to the 
medium, So as to enable the incorporation of reference 
information with document. 

0057. It is, therefore, apparent that there has been pro 
Vided, in accordance with the present invention, a method 
and apparatus for combining a hard copy document and 
digital information. While this invention has been described 
in conjunction with preferred embodiments thereof, it is 
evident that many alternatives, modifications, and variations 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, it is 
intended to embrace all Such alternatives, modifications and 
variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope of the 
appended claims. 

We claim: 
1. A printing apparatus, including: 
printing means adapted to print a user perceptible image 

on a Substrate, where the Substrate has a digital record 
ing medium associated therewith; and 
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a digital output device for recording, on the digital record 
ing medium, digital information to be stored thereon 
for Subsequent retrieval. 

2. The printing apparatus of claim 1, further including 
means for affixing the digital recording medium to the 
Substrate. 

3. The printing apparatus of claim 2, wherein Said affixing 
means operates to affix the digital recording medium after 
printing upon the Substrate. 

4. The printing apparatus of claim 1, further including: 
a digital input device for reading, from the digital record 

ing medium, digital information to Stored thereon. 
5. A Substrate, including: 
at least one faceStock layer Suitable for the receipt of 
marks thereon, and 

a non-visual recording medium associated therewith, 
wherein information can be recorded to and read from 
the recording medium. 

6. The Substrate of claim 5, wherein the medium is 
Selected from the group consisting of: 

an electronic recording medium; 
a magnetic recording medium; and 
an optical recording medium. 
7. The Substrate of claim 5, wherein the medium is 

Selected from the group consisting of: 
a memory chip; 
a memory Stick; 
a strip of bubble memory; 
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a laser imageable Surface; and 
a magnetic tape. 
8. The Substrate of claim 5, wherein the medium is 

re-recordable. 
9. The Substrate of claim 5, wherein the non-visual 

recording medium is generally embedded within the Sub 
Strate. 

10. The Substrate of claim 5, wherein the non-visual 
recording medium is affixed to a Surface of the Substrate. 

11. A handheld recording apparatus, including: 
a recording mechanism for recording, on a recording 
medium, information to be retrieved at a later time, and 

means for associating the recording medium to a Sub 
Strate. 

12. The handheld recording apparatus of claim 11, 
wherein Said means for associating the recording medium 
with a Substrate includes an adhesive-backed recording 
medium. 

13. The handheld recording apparatus of claim 11, 
wherein the apparatus is capable of Sensing and recording 
audio information. 

14. The handheld recording apparatus of claim 11, 
wherein the apparatus is capable of Sensing and recording 
Video information. 

15. The handheld recording apparatus of claim 11, further 
including: 

a digital input mechanism for reading, from the recording 
medium, digital information Stored thereon. 
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